ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
LAUREL TABLES (SIDE AND COFFEE) BY LUCA NICHETTO
These instructions apply to both Laurel side tables and
Laurel coffee tables, though the drawings show Laurel
side tables only.
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1x cone with metal threaded rod attached
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1x cylindical base
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HARDWARE
1x M14 nut		
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1x washer
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YOU WILL NEED
M14 socket with a ratchet
The help of a friend
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NOTES
NOTE 1: Be certain that all assembly is carried out on a flat
and stable surface. This will ensure a good final result.
Reverse the steps to disassemble the piece.
NOTE 2: Your furniture arrives packed in numerous layers that
protect it during transport. It is important that you remove
the packaging carefully to avoid damaging your furniture. Refer
to our information sheet “Unpacking Your Furniture” for further
details.
NOTE 3: Great care is required when assembling our products.
Use blankets to soften the assembly surface - hard surfaces
such as wood or stone flooring may damage the furniture if in
direct contact.
NOTE 4: We advise that assembly and disassembly of De La Espada
furniture is undertaken by a minimum of 2 people.
NOTE 5: When screwing in bolts, tighten well, but be sure
NOT TO OVERTIGHTEN. This can cause the thread to strip thus
resulting in A poor connection.
NOTE 6: While you work, be sure all connections are flush with
no gaps.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
LAUREL TABLES (SIDE AND COFFEE)
1) CONNECT CONE AND CYLINDER
a) SIDE TABLE: Place the cylindrical base on its side onto a
softened raised surface, such as a table. It should be near the
edge of the raised surface so the cone will overhang the raised
surface when attached.
COFFEE TABLE:
Place the cylindrical base in its natural upright position onto
a softened raised surface, such as a table. Note the placement
of the hole in the base, and position it so it overhangs the
edge of the raised surface.
b) Person number one should support the cylindrical base, holding it safely in place, while person number two supports the
cone and guides the threaded rod through the cylindrical base.
Again, for the side table, be sure that the cone is overhanging
the raised surface, and for the coffee table, ensure the hole
in the base is overhanging the raised surface.
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c) While person number two holds the cone in place, person number one should secure the cone with the hardware: On the underside of the cylinder, place the washer followed by the M14 nut
onto the end of the metal threaded rod. Tighten firmly with a
ratchet and M14 socket.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
LAUREL TABLES (SIDE AND COFFEE)
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d) Gently turn the table over into its natural upright position
and place in the desired location. Assembly is now complete and
the table is ready for use.

